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at this point, i was not prepared to give up the music on account of being film composer. but if i had
to choose between being a film composer and a musician, i would take the latter. the fundamental

difference is that to compose a film, you need to compose as many songs as you can in two or three
years for different songs. on the other hand, to compose the solo album of bharat bala, you dont do

that. you have to decide what you want to do. he has been doing both and he has a style that is
beyond any other composer. i dont speak hindi and tamil are two languages that i dont understand.
the tamil film industry thrives on the emotional power of tamil and hindi films. but at the same time,

i realise its very essential to make a film that can speak to everyone. i have been working with
a.r.rahman ever since. so i have seen him do lots of amazing stuff. a.rahman made me realise that
music has this power that it has in its own right. therefore he has, as a composer, a unique position.

some of his statements are based on him talking about bombay or oru vadakkan veeragatha or
sathyan and the way he made them. music speaks to the heart and does something not even a

dozen of words can do. so to a director, he can explain the film in a song, a film or a dialogue. he is a
passionate man with a unique and interesting approach to music. so if you see his music, you will

know why it makes people feel. he has an open mind for experimenting. he wants to explore
different kinds of musical techniques and he works that way. he never wants to do something that is

not going to communicate and connect with the people.
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